Abstract.
A function / in C(7?), the space of continuous functions in B, is said to have the invariant mean value property if /(V>(0))= f fWrç))Mi) Js for every tp £ Aut(5) and 0 < r < 1.
It is well known that every ^"-harmonic function in B has the invariant mean value property, and every / G C(7?) with the invariant mean value property is "#-harmonic [1, p. 52] , Furthermore, Rudin proved that a much weaker mean value property implies ^-harmonicity as follows.
THE ONE-RADIUS THEOREM [1, p. 58] . Suppose u £ C(B),and suppose that there corresponds to every z £ B just one radius riz) (0 < riz) < 1) such that uiz) = J u(V>z(r(z)c))(7(T(ç).
Then u is J?-harmonic in B.
In [1, p. 58 ], Rudin posed the following problem; whether the above theorem is true for bounded real-analytic functions in B. In this paper, we produce a bounded real-analytic function in B which gives a counterexample for the above problem.
THEOREM. There exists a bounded real-analytic function F in B such that (i) for each z £ B, there is a radius riz) (0 < riz) < 1) such that Fiz)= iffe(r(,)c))H),
To construct F, first we produce a bounded holomorphic function in the open unit disk D in C having a certain property (Lemma 2). We denote by A(7?) the disk algebra, the set of continuous functions in D, the closed unit disk in C, which are holomorphic in D. For a bounded holomorphic function f in D (or B), let H/lloo denote the supremum of |/| in D. We shall say that a sequence of disjoint closed intervals {7n}^°=1 in [0,1) converges to 1, put 7n =¡ [rn,7?"], if 0 < n < Ri < r2 < 7?2 < ■ • • and rn -> 1 (tz -» oo). For 0 < R < 1, we put {\z\ < R} = {z £ C; \z\<R}. LEMMA 1. Let R, 6, a and n be positive constants with 0 < R,S,a,n < 1. Let f be a function in A (7?) satisfying the following conditions.
(O ll/lloc < 1, Since FA -» 1 uniformly on 7Í (A -► 1), we may take A, 0 < A < 1, such that (12) FA>l-e on Iq.
We shall show that g satisfies (a)-(e). By the definition of g, g £ AiD) is clear.
On D\U, we have \f + g\<\f\ + {l-s)\hm\\Fx\ by (13) <\f\ + \hm\<l by (10) and (6).
On D fl U, we have \f + g\<\f\ +il-e)\hm\\Fx\ <e + (l-e) by (2) and (10) = 1.
Thus g satisfies (a).
By (4) and (11), the first part of (b) is satisfied. By (ii) and (9), the second part of (b) is satisfied. By (7) and (10), (c) is satisfied. By (3), (5), (10) and (11), (e) is satisfied. On 7,, we have g = (1 -e)hmFx > (1 -e)3 by (8) and (12) > l-3e >1-t? by(l).
Thus g satisfies (e). (see [1, pp. 29-30] ). Since ipa is an automorphism B = {J{tpairB);0 < r < 1} and vJainB) g vbair2B) if 0 < n < r2 < 1. For 0 < 72 < 1, put {|2|<72}=J2gG^|2|=(EN2) ^ä
Here we use the following notation:
QiR) = sup inf{£;0 < £ < 1, Vz(^) D {|c| < 721/2}}. [r2,722] and take f2 as <5(722) < f2 < 1. Put h = {\w\2; w £ \J{MbSy, \z\ < 722}} .
Continuing this process, we can take a sequence of disjoint intervals {7n} such that In = {|^|2;^ GE \J{ipzitn-iS); \z\ < ä;_x}} , where 7n_i = \r'n-i,R'n-i} and QiR'n-i) < £n-i < 1. Since we may take £n as £" -► 1, {7n} converges to 1. This completes the construction of {7n}. By Lemma 2, there exist a bounded holomorphic function G on D and a subsequence {Jj}j%i of {7n} satisfying the assertion of Lemma 2. We put J¡ = [rj,Rj]. By our construction, for each positive integer /, there exist positive constants Si and o-j with 0 < 6j, Oj < 1 such that (1) hj 3 {|tí;|2;wgU{^(«5,5);|2| <722i-i}},
J2j+i 3 {\w\2;w£ \J{il>,i<rjS); \z\ < 722j-i}} . 
